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Answer: C 

QUESTION: 64
 
At which sub-layer of the OSI model do Switch products perform their switching function?
 

A.   PLS 
B.  LLC 
C. PHY 
D. PMD 
E. MAC 

Answer: E 

QUESTION: 65
 
What are the three steps in the traffic classification process?
 

A.  Create VLANs, prioritize the VLANs, and set up transmit queues 
B.   Assess traffic, inspect frames, and assign VLANs 
C. Define traffic classification rules, inspect ingressed frames, and execute action(s) 
D. Suppress broadcasts, redirect traffic, and set priorities 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 66
 
Which statement is not true about Network Layer Addressing?
 

A.   Network Layer Addressing is based on the physical address of a device 
B.   Each routable protocol uses a different network layer addressing scheme 
C. In general the network layer addressing schemes identify systems by forming a network 
address with 2 components 
D. Network Layer addresses are used to assign unique network identification to each end station 
in the network 
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Answer: A 

QUESTION: 67 
You are denied access to the local management interface on a Matrix N7 DFE. Which DIP switch 
should you toggle to restore the factory default passwords only? 

A.  switch 5 
B.  switch 6 
C. switch 7 
D. switch 8 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 68
 
What is the maximum frame size for an IEEE 802.3 Ethernet Packet?
 

A.  1514 bytes 
B.  1518 bytes 
C. 1522 bytes 
D. 1526 bytes 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 69 
If there is a failure of a DFE within the chassis and a new DFE is inserted in its place, what will 
happen? 

A.   Nothing, the DFE will wait for manual configuration 
B.  If it is of exact same type and placed into the same slot it will inherit the last known 
configuration 
C. The new module regardless of type will inherit the last known configuration 
D. The new module will become the IP/SNMP master for the system 

Answer: B 
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QUESTION: 70
 
How many OSPF areas does the Matrix-E1 support?
 

A.  1 
B.  2 
C. 4 
D. 16 

Answer: C 
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